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13 Of Syncretisms, Foils, and Cautionary 
Examples: Ruth Fulton Benedict's Poetic 
and Ethnographie Styles 

Abstract: Starting from the Comte de Buffon's loose 1753 definition of 'style' as "nothing 
but the order and movement one gives to one's thoughts" while insisting on the potentially 
violent act ofinscription that the etymological origin of'style' in Latin stilus points to, this 
essay explores major Boasian anthropologist Ruth Fulton Benedict's ethnographic and 
poetic styles. Focusing on her bestselling Patterns of Culture and her remarkable poem 
"Myth:' I probe Benedict's politics of representation of ethnic others, which takes divergent 
forms depending on the author's choice of genre: while her ethnographic prose styles ethnic 
others as foils to Western civilization or cautionary examples in the service of cultural 
critique, her poetry expresses a profound desire for redemption through the syncretistic 
fusion of cultures that is primitivist in nature even as it qualifies the doctrine of the incom
mensurability of cultures that her brand of cultural relativism announces. 
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As the author of the bestselling Patterns of Culture ( 1934 ), Ruth Fulton Benedict 
was instrumental in popularizing cultural anthropology and in promoting the 
cultural relativist paradigm of her academic teacher Franz Boas.1 But Benedict 
was more than a cultural anthropologist; she was also an accomplished poet who 
published her poems in literary magazines including Pa/ms, The Nation, and The 
Measure. Her preferred venue of publication was Poetry, one of the major vehicles 
of the modernist movement. Benedict, who published much of her verse under 
the pen name Anne Singleton, shared her passion for poetry with Margaret Mead 
and Edward Sapir, two other major Boasian anthropologists. Together with Boas, 
they played a crucial role in the development of modern cultural anthropology 
and in making 'culture' a major keyword in the humanities and social sciences 
of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries (see Silverman). Benedict, Mead, and 
Sapir form a closely knit group whose cooperation was not restricted to their 
scientific work. Together, they wrote a body of over one thousand poems that 
they exchanged and commented on. Importantly, a substantial number of these 
poems deals with the foreign cultures they studied in their ethnographic work. In 
zooming in on Benedict's verse and scientific prose, this essay tackles questions 
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that are relevant to all three anthropologist-poets: why does she write poetry and 
what are the stylistic, epistemological, and ethical convergences and differences 
between her poetic and her ethnographic negotiations of other cultures? 

Tue most significant divergence between Benedict's anthropological poems 
and her ethnographic scholarship concerns her negotiation of the relations 
between different cultures. Anthropological poems like "Myth" (1949) and "In 
Parables" (1926) are syncretistic in that they give expression to a profound desire 
for the fusion of cultures. By way of contrast, in ethnographic treatises such as 
Patterns of Culture, Benedict stresses each culture's wholeness and difference, 
subscribing to a strong version of cultural relativism that proclaims cultures 
incommensurable. Starting from Georges-Louis Ledere, the Comte de Buffon's 
broad 1753 definition of 'style' as "nothing but the order and movement one 
gives to one's thoughts" (Ledere 5, my translation),2 my comparative readings of 
a small sample of Benedict's texts show that this basic dilference is inscribed in 
the specifics ofher poetic and ethnograpJtic styles. 

In Benedict's ethnographic texts, claims for incommensurability do not 
amount to a complete disassociation of cultures. Early essays of hers such as 
"Tue Vision in Plains Culture" (1922) still firmly adhere to Boas' diffusionary 
paradigm, which calls for studies of the origin and cross-cultural dissemina
tion of cultural traits by "painstaking attempts at reconstruction of historical 
connections based on studies of distribution of special features" (Boas xix). Even 
in Patterns of Culture, we find traces of the diffusionism Boas himself would 
abandon in his later work: "Tue extent of the primitive areas over which traits 
have diffused is one of the most startling facts of anthropology" (241). But in 
her ethnographic prose, Benedict's variety of cultural rclativism entails that if 
cultures are connected and compared, one culture tends to become another's foil 
or cautionary example. 

In Patterns of Culture, she portrays three widely divergent cultures: the Zuiii 
of the U.S. Southwest, the Kwakiutl of the U.S. Pacific Northwest, and the Dobu 
of Papua New Guinea. Drawing on Fl'iedrich Nietzsclle' distinction, jn The Birth 
of Tragedy (1872), between Apollonian and the Dionyslan types and forces in 
ancient Greek art and culture (see Benedict, Patterns 78- 79) and also C. G. Jung's 
appropriation of Nietzsche's binary in Psychological Types (see "Stocking" 298), 
Benedict conceives of whole cultures as "personallty writ large" (Mead, "Preface" 
xi): ''A culture, like an individual, is a more or less consistent pattern of thought 
and action'' (Benedict, Patterns 46). Thus, she describes the Zuiii as a harmo
nious, integrated, and well-balanced Apollonian culture and the Kwakiutl as an 
ecstatic, megalomaniac, and intensely compctitive Dionysian community.3 Tue 
Dobu do not fit Nietzsche's dichotomy but they, too, are personality writ large: a 
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paranoid culture driven by treacherousness, misanthropy, and morbid fears. 
These three cultures, Benedict argues, are radically distinct expressions of spe
cific psychological traits: 

Tue three cultures of Zuiii, of Dobu, and of the Kwakiutl are not merely heterogeneous 
assortments of acts and beliefs. They have each certain goals toward which their behav
iour is directed and which their institutions further. They differ from one another not 
only because one trait is present here and absent there, and because another trait is found 
in two regions in two different forms. They differ still more because they are oriented as 
wholes in different directions. They are travelling along different roads in pursuit of dif
ferent ends, and these ends and these means in one society cannot be judged in terms of 
those of another society, because essentially they are incommensurable. (Patterns 223) 

All cultural relativists emphasize the diversity of cultures and maintain that 
they must be studied on their own terms, through analyses of their own social 
structures, norms, and values rather than by imposing the external, suppos
edly universal standards of Western culture. Since the rise to prominence of the 
Boasians in the 1920s and their (all too often inconsistent) displacement of the 
original evolutionary paradigm promoted by, among others, E. B. Tyler, Lewis 
Henry Morgan, and James George Frazer (see Silverman), this has become 
common sense among cultural anthropologists. Few if any would take issue 
with this weak version of cultural relativism. But in Benedict's strong version, 
cultures are seen "as incommensurate, each particular to itself and comprehen
sible only in terms of itself" (Silverman 269). Thus, when Benedict does compare 
her three foreign cultures with each other as well as with her own, she is not 
looking for universal features shared by all. Instead, she conceptualizes them as 
opposites. Tue passage quoted above serves as an example ofhow Benedict's eth
nographic style emphasizes the incommensurability of cultures through insis
tent reiterations of a rhetoric of wholeness ("goals;' "intentions;' "as wholes") 
and difference ("differ'; "different forms;' "differ;' "different directions;' "different 
roads': "different': and "incommensurable"). 

This style of cross-cultural comparison is integral to the structure of Patterns 
of Culture: the Zufti of chapter 4 and the Kwakiutl of chapter 6 are not only 
presented as radically distinct but as polar opposites: "Tue Dionysian slant of 
Northwest Coast tribes is as violent in their economic life and their warfare 
and mourning as it is in their initiations and ceremonial dances. They are at 
the opposite pole from the Apollonian Pueblos, and in this they resemble most 
other aborigines of North America" (Benedict, Patterns 181-82). Importantly, 
this opposition is not presented as a mere synchronic fact but as the result of a 
cultural achievement on the part of the Zufti: 
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lt ls nol possible 10 understand Pueblo attitudes toward life without some knowledg~ of 
lhe culture from which they have detached thcmselves: that ofthe rest of.Norlh Amen~a. 
lt is by the force of the contrast ~bat we can c;ilculate the strength of the1r o~p~ lte ~nve 
and the rcsistances that havc kept out of the Pueblos the mo t chai:acten~llc traits of 
the American aborigines. For the American lndinn a a whole, nnd mcludmg those of 

Mexico, were passionately Dionysian. (80) 

Of course, this presentation of two types of culture owes muc~ to Benedic~'s 
dichotomous Nietzschean framework, which her eth~ograph1c. style a~am 
highlights through a prominent rhetoric of wholencss ( the Amen~.~ In~an~ 
as a whole") and difference ("detached;' ''the rest of North America, contrast 
" •t .1 •. • » "'·ept· out") But it is also fueled by a desire that jars with o.ur opp0Sl e u(JVC, N • • • • 

cultural relatlvists' public assertions of the equality of cultures. As .1s the cas~ with 
all dichotomies, this one involves a hierarchy in which the Kw~utl f~1ct1on as 
the foil against which the Zuöi shine all the more btightly. It 1s ~o the1r bene~t 
that the Zufi.i have detached themselves from other Native ~menca~ _cultures; ~t 
is them who manage to steer clear of Dionysian excesses: TI1.e Zuru are a cer-

. l a people who value sobl'iety and inoffe1)s1veness above all emomous peop e, · , 1 
other virtues. Toeir interest is centered upon their rich and co1~ple~ cere~oma 
life" (Benedict, Patterns 59). Toere is, then, a strongly evaluative d1mens10n to 

Benedict's ethnographic style. . •. 
Cultures also function as each other's foils when Bened1ct c~mpares Zum c~l-

ture with her own. lt is here that she most visibly gives express1on to her longmg 
for a simpler, more authentic and, above all, more harmonious and bal~~ed 
way of life. Benedict's primitivism is all the more striking because she explicrtly 

dissociates herself from it: 
Nor does the reason for using primitive societies for the discussion of social forms have 

necessary connection with a romantic return to the primitive. lt is put forward In no 

p.irit of poeticizing Lhe simpler peoples. ·me1·e are many. ways in which the culture of 
one or anot her people appeals to us strongly in this era of heterogeneous tandar_ds _and 

confused mechanical bu Ue. But it is not in a return to ideal preserv~d for l~y p_mnitlve 
peoples that our society will heal itsclf of its mnladies. The romant1c Utop1~01sm that 
reaches out toward the simpler primitive, attractive as it sometimes may be, 1s as often, 

in ethnological study, a hindrance as a help. (19-20) 

Though twenty-first-centw·y readers will immediately notice tbat Benedict's r~f
erence to "simpler" and "primitive peoples" to whom one may or may not wts~ 
to "return'' falls prey to the very practice sbe disavo~s, -~a~sages su~h as thl: 

0 1e do testify to her awareness of the impasses of pnm1tiv1st yearnmg. Wha 
,Iearly comes to the fore here is that Patterns of Culture is primarily addresscd 
to a lay audience: Bcnedict's ethnographlc style assumes a distinctly popular 
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and didactic tone as she validates her readers' desire for a simpler life in com -
plex times, acknowledging that her book may well cater to that desire while 
disassociating herself from it, for two reasons: because the eure for modern ills 
cannot be found in a return to the primitive and because primitivist yearning is 
incompatible with the ethnographer's scientific ethos. Yet even here, Benedict's 
distancing is qualified. While the stress is on "hindrance" in the final sentence 
of this passage, she also suggests that, sometimes, primitivism may come to the 
ethnographer's aid; it is "as often" the one as the other. Thus, it comes as little 
surprise that Benedict freely indulges in primitivist discourse elsewhere. She 
does this, for instance, when writing about the Zuöi later in Patterns of Culture. 
Here, she emphasizes their "romantic history;' nostalgically looking back to "the 
golden age of the Pueblos" which produced "the greatest Indian cities north of 
Mexico" whose traces are still visible in "some of the most romantic habitations 
ofmankind" (57-58). 

Unlike Mead's Coming of Age in Samoa: A Psychological Study of Primitive 
Youth for Western Civilisation (1928), which wears its primitivism and didactic 
intent on its sleeve (or, rather, in its subtitle), Patterns of Culture does not suggest 
that the Western world of "heterogeneous standards and confused mechanical 
bustle" seek its remedy in the structures and practices of premodern socie
ties. But like her younger colleague, Benedict uses her representations of other 
cultures to throw the dysfunctionality of her own into relief: 

[The Zufti] do not picture the universe, as we do, as a conflict of good and evil. They are 

not dualistic .... lt is difficult for us to lay aside our picture of the universe as a struggle 
between good and evil and see it as the Pueblos see it. They do not see the seasons, nor 
man's life, as a race run by life and death. Life is always present, death is always present. 
Death is no denial of life. The seasons unroll themselves before us, and man's life also. 
Their attitude involves "no resignation, no subordination of desire to a stronger force, 
but the sense of man's oneness with the universe:' (127-28)4 

Compared to Mead's, Benedict's cultural critique is subdued. Employing one of 
the two major modes of her ethnographic style, Benedict uses the other culture 
as a foil, inviting her Western readers to denaturalize fundamental traits of their 
own. Tue image of Zufü culture that emerges in this passage and throughout 
Patterns of Culture is that of a harmonious, unified community free of the divi
sive power of dichotomous thinking. Benedict here taps into a well-established 
discourse on mythical thought to which some of the most prominent voices in 
the scientific community of the early twentieth century-among them Sigmund 
Freud, Jean Piaget, and Luden Levy-Bruhl-made substantial contributions. 
Ernst Cassirer sums up one of the central claims made within that discursive 
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field when he writes, in the second volume of The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms 
(1925), that "a mere glance at the facts of mythical consciousness shows that 
it knows nothing of certain distinction which seem absolutely necessary to 
empirical-scientific thinking. Above aU, it lacks any fi.xed dividing line between 
mere 'representation' and 'reaJ' perception, between wish and fulfillment, 
between image and thing" (36). For both Cassirer and Benedict, the absence of 
dualisms from mythical thought correlates with its im.mediacy, both of which 
Cassirer exi,lains as an effect of one of its most fw1damental qualitles: "[I]f we 
examine myth itself, wbat it is and wbat it knows itself to be, we see tbat tbis 
separation of the ideal from tbe real, this distinction between a world of imme
diate reality and a world of mediate signification, this opposition of 'image' and 
'object; is allen to it'' (38, my emphasis). But there is a significant difference. For 
Cassirer, the 'primitive' mind's negation of the difference between objects and 
their representation- its conviction tbat the totem is the animal, tbat the dead 
ancestor is present in ritual-marks mythical thought as deficient compared to 
the empirical-scientific thinkiog that predominates in the West. For Benedict, 
immecliacy and non-duaüstic thought are what is most sorely missing from her 
own culture's episteme. In studyiog Zuiii culture, Benedict is looking for what is 
lackiog in her own. 

Tue second style of cross-cultural comparison shapes Benedict's discussion 
of the Kwakiutl of the Pacific Northwest. Unlike the Zufü, the Kwakiutl are not 
presented as Western culture's foil but as its aggravated version. In the second 
major mode of her ethnographic style, the other culture serves not as a foil but 
as a cautionary example. Benedict devotes most attentiou to Kwakiutl culture's 
intense competitiveness-which structures all of social llfe, including religion 
and the relations between the sexes-and ostentatious displays of wealth, whicb 
manifest themselves most prominently in potlatches. Though Benedict does at 
one poi11t admit that "we can see in Kwakiutl society and in the rugged lndivid
ualism of Amerlcan pioneer life" that "tbe pursuit of victory can give vigor and 
zest to human existence" (Patterns 248), she zooms in on the deleterious effects 
of ambition: "1he manipulation of wealth on the Northwest Coast is clearly 
enough in many ways a parody of our own economic arrangements. These tri bes 
did not use wealth to get for themselves an equivalent value in economic goods, 
but as counters of fixed value in agame they played to win" (188- 89). Benedict 
uses 'parody' in the extended sense of 'travesty' here, but later passages make 
clear that she does not consider Kwakiutl competitiveness and its social and psy
chological costs (coospicuous waste, self-aggrandizing, and intense distrust of 
others among them) as aberrations from Americru.1 nonnalcy: 
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Th~ segi_ne~t ~f human behaviour which the Northwest Coast has marked out to insti
tut1~nahze 1~ 1ts culture is one which is recognized as abnormal in our civilization, and 
yet 1t ls sufficienlly close to the attlrude of our own culture tobe intelligible to u and we 
have 3

_ definite ~ocabulary witb which we may discuss it. The megalomaniac p!lranoid 
tren~ 15 8 dcfi 111 te danger in our society. rt faces us with a choicc of possible attitudes 
?ne 1s t~ ~~an~ it as abnormal and reprehensible, and it is the attitude we have chose~ 
10 our_c1:,ihzatton. Tue other extreme is to make it the essential attribute of ideal man, 
and th1s 1s the solution in the culture of the Northwest Coast. (222) 

A~ this _P0 int in ~er argument, Benedict suggests that U.S. culture too harbors 
Dio~ysiru_i eoe~g1es ?ut_ for the greatest part manages to rein them in. It is 
not here but there_-10 Kwak.iutJ practices such as ecstatic ritual dancing, 
potlat~hes, and canmbalism-that these energles unfold their most destructive 
potential. However, when, on the last pages of Patterns of Culture, she elaborates 
o~ the lessons Western readers should draw from her presentation of three for
e1gn cultures, there is a marked sbift in tone. Much of Benedict's final h t 
"Th I d · · d l c ap er, 

: n 1v1 ua ~d Culture;' is dedicated to a discussion of those humans who 
?eVIate ~rom their culture's norms. Zooming in on u.s. culture, she mentions 
ho~oes, homosexuals, and mystics, calling for tolerance, recognition of their 
soc,al usefulness, and for a denaturalization of culturally conditioned ideas of 
normalcy. Next, Benedict turns to further, less widely recognized forms of aber
rancy th~t sbe considers either pathogenic or outright pafüological: the excessive 
confonmty of "Middletown" (the shorthand of lntellectu.als of Benedict's time 
for what the~perceived as tbe narrow-mindedness and shallowness of American 
small-_town hfe), the inferiority complexes of those who do not manage to live up 
to soc1etal expectations, and, finally, "the abnormals who represent the extreme 
development of the local cultural type" (276). lt is in her discussion of th · l t 
group that Benedict's cultural critique turns sharpest: LS as 

This group is soclaUy in the opposite sit uatlon from U1e group we have discussed 
those _whose r~sponses are at variance wlth thclr cultural standard . Society, instead of 
expo mg thc lormer gr_oup at every polnt, supports them in thei r furthest abetTation . 
: · • In our own generat1on extreme forms of ego-gratilication are cullurally supported 
m a sim~lar fa~hion. Arrogant and unbridlcd egoists 36 fämily men, as officers of the 
law and m busmess, have been again and again portrayed by novclists and dramatists 
and they are ~amiliar in every community. Like the behaviour of Puritan divines, thei; 
c~urses of actlon ~e often more asocial than those of the inmates of penitentiaries. In 
terrns o: the ~uffen~g and frustration that they prcad about them there is probably 

110 
~~mpans~n. 1 h_ere 1s v.ery po.~. ihly at least as great a degree of mental warping. Yet thcy 
,u e cnt_r~sted w'.tl~ pos1t1ons of great influence and importance and are as a rule fathers 
of famthes. The1r 1mpress both upon their own children and upon the structure of our 
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society is indelible. They are not described in our manuals of psychiatry because they are 
supported by every tenet of our civilization. (276-77) 

lt ·s here in this feminist critique, thal Benedkt comes closest to what_ F. H. 
M~tthew; describes as the Boasians' use of "anthropology a a ~eapoo m the 

k ''Ame1·1·caru·sn1'" (Matthews 17). This becomes poss1ble through a attac upon h h " · · 
. h"ft of argument: fifty pages earlier, Beoedict claimed t at er ctvt-

cunous s L • ,. f b h • she now 
lization" branded as "abnormal and reprehensible types o e a~1or 

"d s "supported by every tenet of our civilization:' In the fust mstaoce, the ~::~i;;l way of life stUl functions as a latent threat in Benedict's own culture. Ily 
the closing of the book, the Dionysirul energies they embody have penneat~d th_e 
American body politic. The cautionary example receives a n~w interpretati~n: ~t 

is no longer a latent threat but a manifest pathology.s Bened1ct glosse~ ove1_ t111s 
inconslstency through a rhetorical sleight ofhand: she makes the K~akiutl d1sap
pear in her conduding dissection of social and psychological ~mencan path~I_o-

ies. As foils and cautionary examples, the Zuni and the Kwakiutl serve ~-ene i~t 
!s rounds upon which she Stages a critique ofher own cult:1.U'e. C~mpausons m 

e1~eral and these specific uses of foreign cultures in particul~· are mtegral to her 
g h.n h' style which uses a rhetoric of wholeness and difli_erence, eva1uates 
et ograp ic , · d d'd · d 1ses 
the relative merits of each cultme, employs a popular an 1 act1c tonei an t . 

other cultures as foils or cautionary examples as she puts cross-cultui-a compar-
ison in the service of cultural critique. . . . . 

h . th elf and the ot:her meet io d1stmctly different ways. Take In er poetiy, es . . di f Ufi 
"Mytll" as an example. The poem remained unpubUshed dunng Bene c s . . e-
time but is included in Ruth Fultol'I Benedict: A Men_wl'i~l, a 1949 volume e~1ted 
b Alf d v-·oeber and is now most readily access1ble m An Anthrop~log1st at 
Y · re ~ ' d b M d M d mdudes w; k (1959) a collectioo of Benedict'swritiogs edite y ea . ea . 

th:r oem in 'the section "Selected Poems: 1941:' explaining tllat "[t]he selection 
·s o~e she [Benedict] herself made in 1941, when she wrote these poems out 1 

t ,: . e and it expresses the by band in a little hand-bound book as a presen ,or m , . . " 
most recent personal choice of which there is auy record of what she Wced best 
(Benedict, Anthropologist 563). 

Myth 
A god with tall crow feather in his halr, 
Long-limbed and bronzed, from going down of sun, 
Dances all night upon his danclng floor, 
Tight at his hrcasl, our sorrows, one by one. 
Relinquished stalks wc cou.ld not keep tUI bloom, 
And thorns unblossomed but of our owu blood, 
He gathers where we dropped them, filling füll 
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His arms' wide circuit, briars and sterile shrub. 
And all alone he dances, hour on hour, 
Till all our dreams have blooming, and our sleep 
Is odorous of gardens,-passing sweet 
Beyond all, wearily, we till and reap. 

201 

In view of the fact that these lines were penned by an anthropologist, a number of 
questions immediately impose themselves. What desire does the poem express 
and how does that desire manifest itself in its dichotomy of sterility and vitality? 
What are the epistemological and ethical ramifications of Benedict's combina
tion of Western and non-Western cultural elements? And, most importantly for 
this essay's concerns, how does the style of her literary evocation of an ethnic 
other differ from her ethnographic style of presentation? As we ponder this last 
question, we find that other cultures serve very different purposes in Benedict's 
two genres. 

It is difficult to pin down with precision the cultural provenance of the 
poem's dancing god, But we can be fairly certain that it is set in a Southwest 
Native American community, where Benedict did most of her scant fieldwork 
(see "Stocking" 296; Young 65). Quite possibly, given Benedict's admiration for 
½.pollonian' Pueblo cultures and the poem's promise of fertility (its evocation of 
"odorous gardens:' of blooming, tilling, and reaping), the actions she portrays 
are part of the Zufü rain dance, which she describes in her unpublished, undated 
paper "They Dance for Rain in Zuiii" (Anthropologist 222-25) as well as in 
Patterns of Culture (see 92-93). In that case, the dancing god would be a "masked 
god" or kachina, i.e., a spirit being that may represent any number of entities in 
the cosmos or natural world and is impersonated by masked dancers wearing 
feathers in a variety of communal rituals, including rain dances (see Benedict, 
Patterns 67-71). 

What is most remarkable about the poem is that it approaches its anthropolog
ical content with images culled from both the portrayed culture and the Judeo
Christian tradition. For Benedict's European and American readers, combining 
"thorns" and "our own blood" in a single line (and the thorny "briars" in the 
same stanza) will immediately evoke the crucifixion and Christ's redemption of 
humanity through his "own blood" (Acts 20:28; Heb. 9:12, 13:12; Rev. 1:5). Thus, 
while the "sorrows" of the poetic speaker and her community remain unspeci
fied, Benedict's Christian imagery opens the poem up to an interpretation that 
locates that source at a level deeper and more concrete than a general disaffec
tion with urban, industrial modernity. Such a 'Christian' reading of"Myth" finds 
further evidence in the poem's evocation of the scent of "gardens" -a cultural 
space associated with the Christian idea of paradise rather than Native American 
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mythologies or tbe Southwestern imaginary. The prnmise invoked by this scent 
is a redemptive return to innocence before the fall, that ultimate source of all 
"our sorrows:' 'föus, mythemes from two different cultures are amalgamated in 
the actions of the dancing god. lt is in his arms that the blocked, "unblossomed" 
energies of the poetic speaker's own cultme are released. 

In contrast to her ethnographic work, the other culture does not serve Benedict 
as a foil or cantionary tale here but as an imaginary space in which a redemp
tive Fusion of the seif and tbe other becomes possible, a space wbere Christian 
and indigenous lconographies merge. As two myths become "Myth;' Western 
culture blooms again, is healed. Patterns of Culture and "Myth" employ different 
methods to different ends: in the ethnographic style of Patterns of Culture, two 
modes of cross-cultural comparison (the foil, the cautionary tale) are inscribed 
by a rhetoric of wholeness and difference that serves cultural critique. I11 'Myth;' 
cultures aJe fused rather than compared. I11 contrast to her ethnographic style, 
Benedkt's poetic style operates with flaltened hierarchies and restrained value 
judgm.ents, considers wholeness less an attribute of individual cultures than a 
desirable effect ofthe füsion of cult:ures, and is characterized by a syncretism that 
gives expression to a desire for cult:ural rejuvenation. Benedict's ethnographic 
and poetic styles employ different forms to perform dJfferent functions: critical 
and th.erapeutic. 

What Benedict's two styles share though beyond all dilferences is tha.t they 
employ the ethnic other in the service of the seif. Though Benedict does par
ticipate in the discourses of salvage ethnography, seeking to preserve traces of 
cultures deemed on the verge of extinction,6 what appears most sorely in need 
of redemption in both her poet.ry and ethnographic work is her own culture. 
She shares this concern with her fellow Boasian Mead, though Benedict's calls 
for therapy and critique a.re much less pronounced than her younger and more 
famous colleague's, who concludes Coming of Age in Samoa with tv,o overtly 
didactic chapters, "Our Educational Problems in the Light of Samoa.n Contra.sts" 
and "Education for Choice:' Benedict's primitivist rhetoric is also more subdued, 
butwhen weread about the "[l]ong-limbed and bronzed" god dancing as the sun 
goes down, we are not mistaken i 11 seeing the same desire a.t work that fuels both 
Mead's mourning of the "dancers" that ''no longer form a goddess' face / From 
the maize sheath" in her own poem "Tue Need that ls Left" (1927) aod her evoca
tioo of trysting Samoan youths at the beginning of her important yet notoriously 
controversial first ethnographic study. In their poetry and etbnographic writings, 
Benedict and Mead remind us that, for all its genuinely progressive in:fluence on 
the humanities and social sciences, Boasian cultural relativism remains tied to a 
primitivist style that exerts epistemological violence, reminding us of the origin 
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:: 'style' _in the La~i? s~'.lus: "a stake or pale, pointed instrnment for writing, style 

's ;p~aking or wntm~ (?ED). A concluding look at the etymological source of 
hty e: the~, n~t only lllVltes us to recognize the materiality of writing-the fact 

t a.t style denves from the ward for a writing tool made of iron or reed that 
scnbes from classical antiquity to early medieval Europe used to carve signs into 

w~ ta~lets '.111~• later, the margins of codices-but also to consider the extent to 
wh1ch i~scr~phon ( with the pointed end of the stylus) and deletion ( with its flat :u:, _which is ~se~ bot~ for smoothing the surface after inscription and for the 
e etwn of earher mscnptions) mean violence. As the ethnographer-poet readies 

thl e olther for the use of the seif, she not only preserves traces of other cultures but 
a so eaves marks ofher own. 

Notes 

1. This essay grows out of th S · N t' l s · 
C 1 . . . • wiss a 10na c1eoce Foundation research project "Of 

tE~1ral,:oct1.c, and Mechal Alterity: 1he Scholarship, Poetr}~ Photographs, and Films 
o war . Sapir, Ruth Fulton ßenedict, and Margaret Mead:' which J co-directed with 
Walter Le1~gruber and Gabriele Rippl from 2014 to 2017. A. Elisabeth Reiche! one 
of the proJect members, usefully discusses Benedict's poem "Myth" . , 
of largely no 1 h · h • 1 " aJ as an mstance 
" . _1 - ierarc ica P impse tuous layerings of diverse mytholo ies" in 
l~~r;:al Palimpsests: Ethnic Watermarks, Surfacing Histories;' a talk give! at the 

t ESEA Conference at the University ofWarsaw on June 24 2016 A ·11 b 
apparent below: my O d. fth • · s w1 ecome 
. 1 h . bl' wn rea mg o e poem emphasizes its syncretic style instead and 
1s ess c anta e than Reiche!' r th k h h h . s. an er, t e w ole project team, includin Sil 
Cha~alakal'. and my ass1stant Ridvan Askin for lheir iJisightful feedback on g 1·vy 
vers10n of this essay. an ear 1er 

2. In ,the French original, the statement reads "Le style nest que fördre et 1 
quon met dans s , ,, (L 1 e mouvement 
. . es pensees ec erc 5). Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht argues convinc-
~n~ t~at th1s char~cterization of style as a cognitive faculty captures much better 

u ,ons understan?,mg of the norion than tbe much more frequently quoted "Le s le 
es.t I hoth,m~1e mtline (Ledere l3), wbich is often wrongly interpreted as givingvoicetyto 
an aes encs of expressio · b · eh 1 · h ' 

3. Note that Benedict's charanc1tn ':" lt· styfeh.1s tKe expression of personality (see 754-56). 
. . . enza ion o t e wakiutl as highly competitive and status-

dnven does no~ s1t _e~sily ";ith Nietzsche's description of Dionysian forces, which in his 
acc~~nt ;:race 1~d1v1~uahty and bring about a carnivalesque leveling of social hier-

h
arc ies. ~ I wn~e th1s, I can hear the drums and pipes of the Basler Fasnacht my 

ometowns carmval. ' 

4. The quote in the final sentence is from Bunzel (486). 

5. The P ychoanalytic vocabulary is not chosen gratuitously Benedi'c"s ree . t 
-f 1 • 1 · " 1e1 ences o psy-
c 1oana Y I are ess extensive and less specific than Mead's but con 'd 1 
J • 1 b • s1 er 1er recourse to 
u;gs ~ a orat10n ofthe Nietzschean Apollonian/Dionysian dichotomy, her extensive 

re ections on what a psychological or psychiatric look at cultures and cultural types 
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might reveal, and her co-development, with Mead, of the culture-as-personality par

adigm (Stocking 298; Manganaro 152; Handler 149-50). 
6. Jacob W. Gruber introduced the notion of'salvage ethnography' into anthropological 

debates in "Ethnographie Salvage and the Shaping of Anthropology" (1970), where 
he describes the salvage imperative thus: "In the face of the inevitable and necessary 
changes, in the face of an almost infinite variety of man whose details were essential to 
a definition of man, the obligation ofboth scientist and humanist was clear: he must 
collect and preserve the information and the products ofhuman activity and genius so 
rapidly being destroyed" (1293). Fora classic critique of salvage ethnography's ideo
logical impasses, see James Clifford's "On Ethnographie Allegory" (1986). See also 
Manganaro ( 160-61) for a pithy discussion ofBenedict's trope of the 'broken cup' and 
its relation to both salvage ethnography and T. S. Eliot's modernist discourse ofloss in 

The Waste Land. 
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